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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we identify a many-particle phonon expectation value ζ with the ability to induce
collective dynamics in a non-interacting atomic gas inside an optical cavity. We then propose to
utilise this expectation value to enhance the laser cooling of many atoms through a cyclic two-stage
process which consists of cooling and displacement stages. During cooling stages, short laser pulses
are applied. These use ζ as a resource and decrease the vibrational energy of the atomic gas by a fixed
amount. Subsequent displacement stages use the asymmetry of the trapping potential to replenish
the many-particle phonon expectation value ζ . Alternating both stages of the cooling process is
shown to transfer the atomic gas to a final temperature which vanishes in the infinitely-many particle
limit.
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1. Introduction

Laser sideband cooling allows for cooling single, strongly-
confined atomic particles to very low temperatures (1, 2).
Its discovery opened the way for experiments which test
the foundations of the quantumphysics of single particles
and have applications ranging from quantum metrology
to quantum computing (3). However, despite imminent
quantum technological applications of ultra-cold many-
body systems, applying laser cooling to large ensem-
bles of particles or more complex species, like molecules,
is not straightforward. For example, the most efficient
technique to cool atomic gases to the low temperatures
required for Bose Einstein condensation is evaporative
cooling, which involves the removal of a significant per-
centage of particles from the trap. Alternative cooling
techniques with the potential of maintaining the initial
number of trapped particles therefore receive a lot of
attention in the literature (4).

For example, it is hoped that cavity-mediated laser-
cooling will enable us to cool large samples of atomic
particles collectively and non-destructively to very low
temperatures. First indications that this might indeed be
the case were found in Paris already more than twenty
years ago (5). More systematic experimental studies of
cavity-mediated laser cooling have subsequently been re-
ported by several groups (6–14). All of these experi-
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ments have their respective merits. However, all of them
are essentially equivalent to laser-cooling without optical
cavities and do not provide amuchmore efficient cooling
mechanism for many particles.

The theory of cavity-mediated laser cooling of free
particles was first discussed by Mossberg et al. (15) and
Zaugg et al. (16). Later, Ritsch and collaborators (17 , 18)
and others (19–21) developed semiclassical theories to
model cavity-mediated cooling processes. In 1993, Cirac
et al. (22) introduced amaster equation approach to anal-
yse cavity-mediated laser-cooling in more detail. Since
the precision of calculations, which are based on master
equations, is easier to control than the precision of semi-
classical approximations, this approach has subsequently
been used by many authors to emphasize a close anal-
ogy between laser-sideband and cavity-mediated laser-
cooling of atomic particles (23–28).

Recently, Mishina showed that the cooling dynamics
of particles can be affected by trap inhomogeneities (29).
In this paper, we adopt an alternative but conceptually
related approach to cool a non-interacting atomic gas in-
side an optical cavity. Instead of considering a symmetric
harmonic trap, we place the particles into an asymmetric
trapping potential. The cooling process that we propose
here is qualitatively different from other laser cooling
techniques (22–28) for which the final energy of the
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the dynamics of the mean phonon
number m and the mean phonon expectation value ζ , which
is a measure for the average distance of the atoms from the
centre of the trapping potential. The proposed cooling process
consists of cooling stages interspersed with displacement stages.
During each displacement stage, the atoms move freely inside an
asymmetric trap and accumulate some distance away from the
centre of the trap, thereby accumulating a non-zero value for ζ ,
while m remains essentially constant. During each cooling stage,
a cooling laser with Rabi frequency � is turned on which returns
the atoms to the centre of the trap, thereby returning ζ to zero
while reducingmwith a collectively-enhanced cooling rate.

atoms is usually independent of the numberN of particles
inside the trap. In contrast to this, we predict a final mean
phonon number which vanishes in the infinitely-many
particle limit. Hence the proposed cooling mechanism
has the potential to transfer an atomic gas to very low
temperatures. Notice that the paper byMishina (29) pre-
dicts a similarly strong but less useful dependence of the
final temperature of the atoms on the particle number.

To illustrate our main ideas we first consider an ide-
alised version of the proposed collective cooling mecha-
nism.Our initial toymodel is relatively simple and cannot
be implemented physically but shows clearlywhat we aim
to achieve, at least approximately, with the experimental
setup which we analyse later on in this paper. Suppose N
non-interacting atomic particles are so strongly confined
that their motion becomes quantised. Moreover we as-
sume in the following that the atomic gas is placed inside
an optical cavity and that its system Hamiltonian equals

Hideal =
N∑
i=1

�J
[
bic† + b†i c

]
(1)

with respect to an accordingly chosen interaction picture.
Here bi with [bi, b†j ] = δi,j and c with [c, c†] = 1 are the
bosonic annihilation operators of a single phonon in the
motion of particle i and of a photon inside the resonator,
respectively, and J denotes a phonon-photon coupling
rate. Moreover, we assume that the field inside the cavity
has a finite spontaneous decay rate κ . Consequently, the
density matrix ρI of phonons and cavity photons evolves
in the corresponding interaction picture according to a

Markovian master equation in Lindblad form,

ρ̇I = − i
�

[
Hideal, ρI

] + κ

2
(
2c ρI c† − c†c ρI − ρI c†c

)
.

(2)

Thismaster equation can be used to predict the dynamics
of expectation values. In the following, we are especially
interested in the two expectation values

m ≡ 1
N

N∑
i=1

〈b†i bi〉 ,

ζ ≡ 1
N(N − 1)

N∑
i=1

∑
j �=i

〈b†i bj〉 . (3)

Both variables are normalised such that they are indepen-
dent ofN in the infinitelymany-particle limit. Proceeding
as described in Appendix A, one can then show that

ṁ = ζ̇ = −4NJ2

κ
ζ (4)

in case of a relatively large cavity decay rate κ and in case
of a sufficiently large N ,

κ � J and N � 1 . (5)

This implies cooling, ifm is at least an approximate mea-
sure for the vibrational energy of the trapped particles.
The derivation of the above effective rate equations only
involves standard approximationswhich arewell justified
in the parameter regime given in Equation (5). In this
regime, the term on the right hand side of Equation (4)
dominates the time evolution of m and ζ as long as ζ is
non-zero and sufficiently large.

Notice also that the above-described collective dy-
namics is the result of the presence of many particles.
It is qualitatively different from the dynamics of the in-
dividual system components. For example, for N = 1,
Equation (3) automatically implies ζ ≡ 0. Hence, for
a single particle, we always have ṁ = ζ̇ = 0 on the fast
time scale. However, forN � 1 andwhen ζ is sufficiently
large, the above-described collective dynamics dominates
all other dynamics and the mean phonon number m
changes relatively rapidly. Suppose ζ(0) is positive at
t = 0, when the ideal Hamiltonian Hideal is switched
on. Solving Equation (4), we then find that

m(t) = m(0) − ζ(0) ,
ζ(t) = 0 (6)

after a relatively short time t � κ/4NJ2. Using this dy-
namics, it is in principle possible to remove all vibrational
energy from the atomicparticles and to cool an atomic gas
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Figure 2. Schematic view of the proposed experimental setup.
This consists of an atomic gas which is externally confined such
that the centre of the trap coincides with the node of an optical
cavity. The motion should become quantised in the direction of
the cavity axis. The trapping potential is assumed to be only
approximately harmonic. It should exhibit an asymmetry, which
places freely-moving atoms on average slightly away from the
centre of the trap. To cool the atomic gas, a series of short laser
pulses is applied, which enter the cavity from the side.

to very low temperatures. To achieve this, the quantum
resource ζ , which gets used up in the cooling process,
needs to be continuously replenished. This can be done
through a cyclic two-step process which consists of cool-
ing anddisplacement stages, as illustrated inFigure 1. The
cooling stages employ the variable ζ to rapidly decrease
the vibrational energy of the atomic gas. The purpose
of the displacement stages is to restore a non-zero and
positive phonon expectation value ζ .

Next, let us discuss in more detail, how to replenish
ζ , whenever this resource has been used up, without
increasing the vibrational energy of the trapped parti-
cles. As we shall see below, ζ is essentially a measure
for the mean distance of the atoms from the centre of
the trap. One way of solving this task is to employ an
asymmetric trapping potential and to let the atoms evolve
freely between cooling stages. This is exactly what we
propose here. During displacement stages, the atoms os-
cillate freely within the asymmetric trap and naturally
accumulate some distance away from its centre. There
is nothing quantum about their motion. The hotter the
atoms are, the further they move, while their vibrational
energy remains the same.

Moreover, we need to find a way to realise the sys-
tem Hamiltonian Hideal in Equation (1), at least to a
very good approximation. To do so, we proceed as usual
in cavity-mediated laser cooling (23–28). During each
cooling stage, a cooling laser with Rabi frequency � is
applied. The cooling laser should enter the resonator
from the side, as illustrated in Figure 2. Moreover, the
laser frequency ωL should coincide with the atomic tran-
sition frequencyω0 but should be below the cavity photon
frequencyωcav. As we shall see below, best results are ob-
tained when the cavity-atom detuning equal the phonon

Figure 3. Schematic view of the relevant frequencies of the
experimental setup in Figure 2. To maximise the cooling process,
the energy of the cavity photons �ωcav should equal the sum of
the energy of a single phonon �ν and the energy of an atomic
excitation �ω0. In addition we assume resonant laser driving of
the atoms with frequency ωL such that ωL = ω0.

frequency ν of the trapped particles,

ωcav − ω0 = ν , (7)

as illustrated in Figure 3. Given this condition, the cre-
ation of a cavity photon is most likely accompanied by
the loss of a phonon and vice versa, while the atoms
remain essentially in a stationary state. Important for the
proposed cooling scheme to work is that the atoms are
strongly confined. They should be trapped well within
an optical wavelength (see e.g. Refs. (30–32)) and the
centre of their asymmetric trap should coincide with a
node of the cavity field. Moreover, the trap asymmetry
should be relatively weak such that the trapping potential
is approximately harmonic.

For most cavity-mediated laser cooling schemes, it is
the ratio between cooling and heating rates which deter-
mines the final temperature of the atomic gas (see e.g. Ref.
(28)). Any attempt to collectively increase cooling rates
usually also results in a collective enhancement of heat-
ing rates. As a result, the cooling process might become
faster but the final vibrational energy per particle usually
remains the same. In contrast to this, for the cooling
scheme which we propose here, the time derivative of
the expectation value m is always negative. Only cooling
processes are collectively enhanced. Heating processes
become secondary and the final temperature of the parti-
cles is no longer restricted by the system parameters. Al-
ternating displacement and cooling stages, as illustrated
in Figure 1, should therefore allows us to transfer the
atomic gas to very low temperatures. Cooling only stops
when the particles are so cold that they no longer change
their position during displacement stages. As we shall see
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below, the final mean phonon numbermfinal per particle
scales as 1/N1/2 and tends to zero in the infinitely many-
particle limit.

There arefive sections in this paper. Section2describes
the proposed experimental setup and introduces its theo-
reticalmodel. In Section 3,we analyse the dynamics of the
proposed cyclic two-stage cooling process in detail. The
asymmetry of the trap and other effects, like detunings
and additional interaction terms, which are not present
in the above simplified toy-model are explicitly taken into
account. We derive effective rate equations for the time
evolution of the mean phonon expectation valuesm and
ζ during cooling and displacement stages. In Section 4,
we estimate the general scaling of the final mean phonon
numbermfinal of the proposed cooling scheme. Finally we
summarise our findings in Section 5. Some calculations
are confined to appendices.

2. Experimental setup and theoretical models

In this section, we discuss the experimental setup in Fig-
ure 2 in more detail and introduce the theoretical models
which allows for analysing the dynamics of the atomic
gas throughout the proposed cooling process.

2.1. Displacement stage

As mentioned already above, the cooling laser is turned
off during each displacement stage. When this happens,
there is no interaction between vibrational and other
degrees of freedom of the atoms. Only the Hamiltonian
describing the motion of the particles has to be taken
into account when analysing the dynamics of phonon
expectation values during this stage. In the following, we
assume that the external trap confines the atoms in the
direction of the cavity axis. In this case, the Hamiltonian
for the vibrational energy of the atomic gas can bewritten
as (28)

Hvib =
N∑
i=1

p2i
2M

+ Mν2x2i
2

+ V(xi) , (8)

where M is the mass of a single atom. Moreover, pi
is the momentum of particle i in the direction of the
cavity axis, xi denotes its distance from the trap centre
and V(xi) describes corrections to the nearest harmonic
trapping potential with phonon frequency ν. To simplify
this Hamiltonian, we now introduce bosonic phonon

annihilation and creation operators bi and b†i ,

bi ≡
√
Mν

2�
xi + i

√
1

2M�ν
pi ,

b†i ≡
√
Mν

2�
xi − i

√
1

2M�ν
pi , (9)

of particle i with [bi, b†i ] = 1. When substituting these
operators into Equation (8), neglecting a constant term
with no physical consequences and assuming, as an ex-
ample, a cubic correction V(xi), the above Hamiltonian
Hvib simplifies to

Hvib =
N∑
i=1

�ν b†i bi + �μ (bi + b†i )
3 , (10)

where μ is a constant.
In order to enable us to analytically predict the dy-

namics of the mean phonon number m and the phonon
expectation value ζ , we need to apply certain approx-
imations. Firstly, we assume in the following that the
trap is only slightly anharmonic, which implies μ � ν.
Moreover, we assume that the trap confines the atoms
within an area that is much smaller than the wavelength
of the optical resonator. Achieving sub wavelength con-
finement of atomic particles inside an optical cavity is
feasible with current technology (30–32).

2.2. Cooling stage

As illustrated in Figure 1, each displacement stage is
followed by a short resonant laser pulse with a (real)
Rabi frequency �. The experimental setup, which we
need to consider when analysing the cooling stage, is
shown in Figure 2. The laser pulse changes the popu-
lation of the electronic states of the trapped atoms, while
affecting their vibrational degrees of freedom and placing
photon excitations into the cavity field. To take this into
account, we denote the ground state and the excited state
of particle i at position ri by |0〉i and |1〉i, respectively,
while σ+

i ≡ |1〉ii〈0| and σ−
i ≡ |0〉ii〈1|. As before in the

introduction, we denote the cavity photon annihilation
operator by c. Moreover, kcav is the wavenumber of the
photons inside the resonator and ω0, ωcav and g denote
the atomic frequency, the cavity frequency and the (real)
atom-cavity coupling constant, respectively. In the inter-
action picture with respect to the Hamiltonian H0 of the
cavity field and the atomic states,

H0 = �ω0 c†c +
N∑
i=1

�ω0 σ+
i σ−

i , (11)
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the total Hamiltonian of the system can now be written
as

HI =
N∑
i=1

��

2
σ−
i + �g sin

(
kcavri

)
cσ+

i + H.c.

+ �δ c†c + Hvib (12)

in the usual dipole and rotatingwave approximations and
with the atom-cavity detuning δ defined as

δ = ωcav − ω0 . (13)

To maximise the cooling process, this detuning should
be equal to the phonon frequency δ = ν, as indicated
in Equation (13) and as illustrated in Figure 3. For sim-
plicity we neglect in the following direct dipole-dipole
interactions between atomic particles. Since the applied
laser field is in resonance with the atoms, transitions
which do not involve the cavity field are not expected
to changemean phonon numbers. Later, in Section 3.3.1,
we approximate the electronic states of the atoms by a
stationary state. Dipole-dipole interactionsmight slightly
change this stationary state but would not change the
predictions in Section 3.3.2 qualitatively.

Moreover, tomaximise the coupling of the atomicmo-
tion to the cavity field mode, we assume in the following
that the centre of the asymmetric trap R coincides with a
node of the resonator field, as illustrated in Figure 2. This
condition implies sin (kcavR) = 0. As mentioned already
above, we assume in addition that the trap localises the
atoms within an area much smaller than the relevant
wavelength of their electronic transition. Taking this and
the fact that ri = R + xi into account and applying the
so-called Lamb-Dicke approximation yields

sin
(
kcavri

) = η (bi + b†i ) (14)

up to terms which scale as η3, where η is the so-called
Lamb-Dicke parameter and much smaller than one.
Hence

HI =
N∑
i=1

��

2
σ−
i + �ηg (bi + b†i ) cσ

+
i + H.c.

+ �δ c†c + Hvib . (15)

Finally, spontaneous emission from excited atoms and
the leakage of photons through the cavity mirrors, is in
the following taken into account by the quantum optical

master equation (22, 28)

ρ̇I = − i
�

[
HI, ρI

] + κ

2
(
2cρIc† − c†cρI − ρIc†c

)
+

N∑
i=1

�

2
(
2σ−

i ρIσ
+
i − σ+

i σ−
i ρI − ρIσ

+
i σ−

i
)
,

(16)

where � and κ are the usual atom and cavity decay rates
and where ρI denotes the density matrix of the atom-
phonon-photon system in the interaction picture with
respect to H0 in Equation (11).

3. Analysis of the cooling process

We now have all the theoretical tools needed to analyse
the dynamics of the trapped atomic gas during the pro-
posed cyclic two-stage cooling process. However before
doing so, let us have a closer look at the most relevant
expectation values of the experimental setup in Figure
2. Usually, in laser cooling, there is only one slowly-
evolving expectation value, namely the mean phonon
numberm per particle (cf. Equation (3)) (2). However, as
we shall see below, the cooling scheme that we propose
here has two slowly-evolving phonon expectation values,
which play a crucial role in the cooling process. One
is the mean phonon number m. The second variable is
the many-particle phonon expectation value ζ which we
introduced in Equation (3). In this section, we analyse
the dynamics of both variables using standard quantum
optical approximations.

3.1. The physical meaning ofm and ζ

But before doing so, let us have a closer look at the
physical meaning of m and ζ in Equation (3). In this
paper, we refer tom and ζ as phonon expectation values,
since they are expectation values of the bosonic oper-
ators bi in Equation (9). If the particles were confined
by a harmonic trapping potential, m would be a direct
measure of theirmean vibrational energy.However, in an
asymmetric trap, the expectation value for the vibrational
energy of the trapped atoms is given by 〈Hvib〉 and no
longer coincides automatically with N�ν m. Comparing
Equations (3) and (10), one can show that

〈Hvib〉 = N�ν m +
N∑
i=1

�μ
〈
(bi + b†i )

3
〉

. (17)

This shows that 〈Hvib〉 = N�ν m only applies to a very
good approximation when

μ � ν and/or m � 1 . (18)
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In the remainder of this paper,we restrict ourselves to this
parameter regime and consider only slightly asymmetric
trapping potentials with μ � ν. Moreover, at the end of
the cooling process whichwe analyse in this paper predict
final phononnumbersmfinal which aremuch smaller than
one. Hence we can safely assume here that the atoms are
eventually cooled down to very low temperatures as long
as m becomes eventually very small. In general, cooling
only occurs as long as 〈Hvib〉 decreases in time.

Next let us have a closer look at the physical meaning
of the phonon expectation value ζ . Combining Equations
(3) and (9), one can show that

ζ = 1
N(N − 1)

N∑
i=1

∑
j �=i

Mν

2�
〈xixj〉 + 1

2�Mν
〈pipj〉

(19)

without any approximations. Assuming that all particles
move independently and that the atomic confinement is
so strong that there is no flux of particles out of the trap
and applying semiclassical standard approximations, this
implies that

〈xixj〉 = 〈xi〉〈xj〉 ,
〈pipj〉 = 〈pi〉〈pj〉 = 0 . (20)

Combining these two observations with Equation (19)
shows

ζ = Mν

2�
〈x〉2 (21)

to a very good approximation, where 〈x〉 denotes the
mean distance of the trapped particles from the centre of
the trap. When this equation applies, ζ is always positive
and ameasure for the distance of the atomic gas from the
centre of the trap. For example, 〈x〉 = 0 implies ζ = 0
and the accumulation of the atomic particles around the
centre of the trap.

Having a closer look at Equation (19), which is exact,
we see that the classical analog of the phonon expectation
value ζ is in general different from zero. For example,
if the symmetry of the trap is broken and many more
particles accumulate on one side of the centre of the trap
than on the other, then the first term in Equation (19)
contains significantlymore positive than negative contri-
butions. If the particlesmovemoreover in a synchronised
fashion, such that the momenta of a majority of particles
have the same sign, then the second term in Equation
(19) increases ζ even further. In the following, we ignore
the possibility of synchronised motion and estimate ζ

at the end of every displacement stage using Equation
(21), thereby potentially underestimating the efficiency

of the proposed cooling scheme. However, as we shall see
below, at the end of every cooling stage, we have ζ = 0
which suggests the absence of synchronisation due to the
common coupling of the particles to the cavity field. As
one would expect for independently and freely moving
particles, we then obtain a positive value for ζ at the end
of each displacement stage which increases as the trap
asymmetry increases.

Notice also that ζ can only be defined when there are
at least two particles in the trap. For only one particle,
Equation (21) does not apply and we always have ζ ≡ 0
(cf. Equation (3)). This is why the cooling process, which
we describe in this paper, is qualitatively different from
single-particle laser-cooling schemes. Single-particle cav-
ity cooling schemes cannot take advantage of a non-zero
ζ as an additional resource.

3.2. Displacement stage

As we shall see below, at the end of every cooling stage,
and therefore also at the beginning of every displacement
stage, we have ζ = 0, while the average mean phonon
number m is in general non-zero. The main purpose of
the displacement stage is to increase ζ , while keeping
m essentially the same. In this subsection, we show that
this task can be achieved by allowing the particles os-
cillate freely and independently within their asymmetric
trapping potential. To do so, we use the conservation
of the vibrational energy and Equation (21) to estimate
the dynamics of ζ and m. In the absence of any laser
driving and other quantum effects, the atomic particles
move according to the laws of classical mechanics and
there is nothing quantum about their motion.

Unfortunately, analysing the dynamics of particles in-
side an asymmetric trapping potential, even classically,
is not straightforward. In this subsection, we therefore
employ an approximation. To determine the average po-
sition x(t) of a single trapped particle after a sufficiently
long time t, we assume in the following that

x(t) = xmin + xmax

2
(22)

to a very good approximation. Here xmin and xmax are
the return points of the free oscillations of the atom.
These two positions can be calculated relatively easily,
since they correspond to points of vanishing momentum
p. Combining Equations (9) and (10) and setting p = 0,
we find that

Hvib = Mν2

2
x2 + �μ

(
2Mν

�

)3/2
x3 (23)
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for x = xmin and x = xmax. Moreover, we know that the
vibrational energy of the trapped particle Hvib, which is
conserved, equals

Hvib(0) = �ν m(0) (24)

at the beginning of the displacement stage, since ζ and
therefore also x are both zero at t = 0. Combining
Equations (22)–(24) yields

x(t) = −4μ
ν

(
2�
Mν

)1/2
m(0) (25)

up to first order in μ/ν. Substituting this result into
Equation (21), we finally see that

ζ(t) =
(
4μ
ν

)2
m(0)2 (26)

to a good approximation. As one would expect, ζ(t) is
positive and non-zero at the end of every displacement
stage, unlessHvib tends to zero. Moreover, ζ in Equation
(26) increases rapidly as the vibrational energy, i.e.m(0),
of the atomic particles increases. The hotter the atoms
are, the further away they accumulate on average from
the centre of the trap.

Combining Equations (9), (10), (21) and (26), we find
that the vibrational energy of a single atomic particle
equals

Hvib(t) = �ν m(t) + 8�μ ζ(t)3/2 (27)

at the end of the displacement stage. Conservation of
the vibrational energy during the free evolution of the
trapped particle implies that this expression is the same
asHvib(0) in Equation (24). Using this and Equation (26),
one can now show that

m(t) = m(0)

[
1 − 2

(
4μ
ν

)4
m(0)2

]
(28)

to a very good approximation. For sufficiently small trap
asymmetries μ/ν, the average mean phonon number m
remains essentially the same.

3.3. Cooling stage

Next we analyse the dynamics of the expectation values
m and ζ when the cooling laser is turned on. To do so,
we first simplify the full master equation in Equation (16)
to an effective master equation that has many similarities
with the master equation of the idealised toy model in
Section 1. Afterwards we analyse its effective time evolu-
tion. It is shown that the mean number of phonons per

particlem drops very rapidly by an amount which equals
the initial value of the phonon expectation value ζ . In
other words, the dynamics of the experimental setup are
analogous to the dynamics described in Section 1, even
whenoff-resonant interaction terms in the systemHamil-
tonian, additional decay channels and the asymmetry of
the trap are taken into account. What we find is that the
change of the mean phonon number m depends only
on the sign of ζ . As long as ζ is positive, we predict a
reduction ofm with a collectively enhanced cooling rate,
as described in Equation (6).

3.3.1. An effectivemaster equation
As illustrated in Figure 3, the role of the atoms is to
bridge the energy gap between phonons and cavity pho-
tons, thereby helping to create an effective resonant direct
exchange interaction between these different types of
particles. Given the parameters of typical atom-cavity
experiments, where1

�, � � ν, κ , δ, g , (29)

the conversion is usually relatively inefficient, even when
it is collectively enhanced, while the electronic states of
the atoms evolve on a relatively fast time scale. In the
following, we take this into account and approximate
the state of the atoms by the stationary state, which they
would assume in the absence of any off-resonant coupling
to the cavity field and phonon modes. More concretely,
we assume in the following that the atomic densitymatrix
ρA(t) evolves in the interaction picture according to the
master equation

ρ̇A = − i�
2

[
σ−
i + σ−

i , ρA
]

+
N∑
i=1

�

2
(
2σ−

i ρAσ+
i − σ+

i σ−
i ρA − ρAσ+

i σ−
i

)
(30)

and approximate the state of the atoms by the stationary
state ρss

A with ρ̇A = 0.
In other words, we assume in the following that the

density matrix ρI(t) can always be written as

ρI(t) = ρBC(t) ⊗ ρss
A , (31)

where ρBC(t) denotes the density matrix of phonons
and cavity photons at time t. If the atoms reach their
stationary state ρss

A very rapidly without changing the
statistical properties of the phonons and photons in the
system, the master Equation (16) can be used to show
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that, for a small time interval �t,

ρ̇BC(t + �t) = TrA
(
ρI(t) + ρ̇I(t)�t

)
, (32)

where TrA( · ) denotes the trace operation over the state
space of the electronic states of the atoms. Combining
this equation with Equations (16) and (30), we find that
the time derivative ρBC(t) equals

ρ̇BC(t) = TrA
(
ρ̇I(t)

)
. (33)

Hence the density matrix ρBC evolves effectively accord-
ing to the master equation

ρ̇BC = TrA
(

− i
�

[
HI, ρBC ⊗ ρss

A
])

+ κ

2
(
2c ρBC c† − c†c ρBC − ρBC c†c

)
. (34)

This equation is of exactly the same form as Equation
(2) but, in contrast to Equation (1), the effective phonon-
photon interaction Hamiltonian Heff is now given by

Heff =
N∑
i=1

�ηg i〈0|ρss
A |1〉i

(
bi + b†i

)
c + H.c.

+ �δ c†c + Hvib , (35)

where |0〉i denotes the ground state of atom i, while
|1〉i denotes its excited state. Proceeding as described in
Appendix B, analysing the atomic dynamics and calculat-
ing the corresponding stationary state in the presence of
resonant laser driving and spontaneous photon emission,
we finally find that

Heff =
N∑
i=1

i�ηgeff
(
bi + b†i

) (
c − c†

) + �ν b†i bi

+ �μ
(
bi + b†i

)3 + �δ c†c (36)

with the effective coupling constant geff given by

geff = − g��

�2 + 2�2 . (37)

This Hamiltonian has many similarities with the toy
model Hamiltonian Heff in Equation (1). Moreover, the
master equation of the phonon and cavity photon system
for the experimental setup in Figure 2 is the same as
the toy model master equation in Equation (2). As we
shall see below, for positive atom-cavity detunings δ,
the phonon dynamics of the proposed cooling scheme
is essentially the same as the phonon dynamics described
in Section 1. To show that this is indeed the case, we

now analyse the dynamics ofm and ζ with all additional
coupling terms, detunings and decay channels taken into
account.

3.3.2. Effective cooling equations
First we have a closer look at the dynamics of the slowly
evolving variablesm an ζ . Using the above derived effec-
tive system dynamics (cf. Equations (34) and (36)) and
proceeding as described in Appendix B, one can now
show that

ṁ = ηgeff x33 + 3μ y232 ,
ζ̇ = ηgeff x33 + 3μ ỹ223 (38)

without any approximations. The definition of the x, y
and ỹ variables on the right hand side of this equation
can be found in Equation (B9) in Appendix B. Here x33
and y232 are single-particle expectation values, while ỹ223
denotes a many-particle phonon expectation value. As
shown in Appendix B, the variables x33, y232 an ỹ223
evolve on a much faster time scale thanm and ζ when

Nηgeff , ν, κ , δ � ηgeff , μ . (39)

Taking this into account, proceeding as described in Ap-
pendix B and eliminating these variables adiabatically
from the system dynamics, yields a closed set of two
effective cooling equations. In analogy to Equation (4),
we find that

ṁ = ζ̇ = −AN ζ (40)

with the collective rate AN given by

AN = N(8ηg��)2κδν[
κ4 + 16(δ2 − ν2)2 + 8κ2(δ2 + ν2)

]
(�2 + 2�2)2

.

(41)

The factor N in Equation (41) shows that the time evo-
lution of the mean phonon number m is collectively
enhanced. The system succeeds in taking advantage of
the simultaneous coupling the atoms to the cavity field.

The effective rate equations in Equation (40) are for-
mally the same as the rate equations in Equation (4) and
can be solved easily analogously. Suppose the atom-cavity
detuning δ and the initial phonon expectation value ζ(0)
are both positive and the cooling laser is turned on at
t = 0 for a time t � 1/AN . Then AN is positive and
m(t) and ζ(t) are again to a very good approximation
given byEquation (6). The cooling laser reduces themean
phonon numberm by ζ(0). Playing the role of a resource,
the variable ζ itself vanishes in the process which implies
〈x(t)〉 = 0 at the end of the cooling stage (cf. Equation
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(21)). Under the action of the laser cooling, the atomic
gas returns on average to the centre of the trap.

One can easily see from Equation (41) that the cooling
laser reduces the mean phonon number m most rapidly
when δ = ν. In this case, the effective cooling rate AN
simplifies to

AN = N(8ηg��ν)2

κ(κ2 + 16ν2)(�2 + 2�2)2
. (42)

This is not unexpected.When δ = ν, themost likely tran-
sition in the dynamics of the system is the de-excitation of
a particle accompanied by the annihilation of a phonon
and the creation of a cavity photon (28). Once the photon
leaks out of the resonator, the phonon is permanently
lost. Moreover, heating transitions, which involve the
simultaneous excitation of the cavity and the creation
of a phonon, are most unlikely in this case. However
these heating and cooling transitions only affect themean
number of phononsm on a time scale much longer than
1/AN . For the cavity-mediated collective cooling scheme,
which we propose here, they remain negligible. Instead,
the dynamics of the cooling process is dominated by the
collective effects which we illustrated in the Introduction
with the help of a relatively simple toy model.

3.3.3. Some physical intuition
In Section 2.2, we assume that the atoms are strongly
confined and that the centre of their trapping potential
coincides with a node of the cavity field (cf. Figure 2).
In this case, the above described cooling process can
be understood relatively easily also intuitively. As illus-
trated in Figure 3, the applied laser field drives the atoms
resonantly. Changing m therefore requires off-resonant
interactions with the cavity field. For ζ = 0, the trapped
particles experience equal amounts of cooling and heat-
ing, since their atom-cavity interactionbecomes zero, and
m remains constant in this case. However, for ζ �= 0 the
dynamics of the system during cooling stages becomes
less trivial. Cooling transitions move the atoms closer to
the centre of the trap and reduce ζ . Analogously, heating
transitions move the atoms further away and increases ζ .
The dynamics of hotter particles is hence more intense.
Eventually, all particles reach the centre of the trap which
corresponds to a stable fixed point of their dynamics and
where ζ = 0. The overall effect of the transfer of the
atoms, from their initial position to the centre of the trap,
is a loss of vibrational energy (cf. Equation (6)). To re-
initiate the cooling process, the atoms need to be moved
again away from the cavity node. Another displacement
stage is needed.

4. The final mean phonon number

To achieve very low temperatures, we propose to alter-
nate cooling stages with displacement stages as illustrated
in Figure 1. During each displacement stage, the non-
interacting atomic gas evolves freely and naturally accu-
mulates a non-zero phonon coherence ζ without increas-
ing its mean phonon number m. During each cooling
stage, ζ tends to zero, while m decreases by the same
amount in the process (cf. Equation (6)). The hotter the
atoms are, the larger their initial phonon coherence ζ (cf.
Equation (26)). Eventually, both expectations values, m
and ζ , become too small to dominate the dynamics of the
system during cooling stages (cf. Equation (40)). At this
point, other cooling and heating processes, which occur
only on a time scale given by η2, are no longer negligible.
These transitions have previously been analysed in detail
in Ref. (28) for example.

To get at least an estimate for the final mean phonon
number mfinal of the proposed cooling process, we now
combine Equations (26) and (40) with Equation (39) in
Ref. (28). Doing so we find that the time derivative of m
at the beginning of the next cooling stage equals

ṁ = −16μ2AN

ν2
m2 − γc m + c (43)

also to a very good approximation, where γc and c are two
constants of order η2. Assuming that the cooling process
ends, when ṁ = 0, we find that

mfinal = ν

4μ

(
c
AN

)1/2
(44)

to a very good approximation. Most importantly, the
right hand side of this equation scales as 1/N1/2 and tends
to zero in the many-particle limit. For example, if we
chooseμ/ν = 0.01 andN = 106, we have ν/(4μN1/2) =
0.025 which is much smaller than one. The cooling pro-
cess, which we propose in this paper, therefore has the
potential to cool an atomic gas to much lower tempera-
tures than other laser cooling schemes.

For more traditional cavity-mediated laser cooling
schemes, the final temperature of the atoms scales es-
sentially as (κ/ν)2, which is independent of the number
N of atoms inside the trap. For example, substituting c
from Equation (41) in Ref. (28) into Equation (44) yields

mfinal = κ

16μN1/2 (45)

when δ = ν and �, ν � κ ,�. As one would expect, col-
lective cooling of an atomic gas to very low temperatures
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with the cavity-mediated laser cooling scheme which we
propose here requires a not-too-small asymmetry of the
trapping potential. Moreover the particles need to be
strongly confined and the cavity decay rate κ should be
relatively small. Although the proposed cooling scheme
might not require a cavity, which operates in the strong-
coupling regime, the cavity should not be too bad either,
as one would expect.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a cyclic two-stage laser cooling
scheme to transfer a non-interacting atomic gas to very
low temperatures. The corresponding experimental
setup, in which the atoms are confined to an asymmetric
trapping potential inside an optical resonator, is shown
in Figure 2. The role of the cavity and the external laser
field is to remove vibrational energy from the atoms and
to release it in the form of photons into the environment.
The role of the trap asymmetry is to create a positive
phonon coherence ζ between laser interactions without
affecting the free energy of the trapped particles. Our
calculations assume that the atoms are strongly confined
within a wavelength of the resonator. Moreover we as-
sume that the asymmetry of the trap can be described by
a cubic term with a constant μ, which is much smaller
than the phonon frequency ν. Although the parameter
regime, which we consider in this paper, is relatively
standard for cavity-mediated laser-cooling (cf. Equations
(18), (29) and (39)), we find that the usual temperature
limits do not apply. Instead, the final vibrational energy
of each atom scales as one over the square root of the total
number of particlesN (cf. Equation (45)) which vanishes
in the infinitely-many particle limit.

One drawback of the proposed cooling scheme is that
its cools the particles in only one dimension. However,
as long as there is an energy exchange between different
directions of motion, draining kinetic energy out of the x
direction eventually also reduces themotion of the atoms
in the y and in the z direction. Another drawback of the
proposed cooling scheme is that experimental parame-
ters need to be chosen relatively carefully. Equation (45)
shows that the particle number N should be relatively
large, while the cavity decay rate κ and the trap asymme-
try μ should not be too large and too small, respectively,
in order to outperform standard laser cooling schemes.
Nevertheless, the non-destructive cooling mechanism,
which we propose in this paper, could become an im-
portant tool for quantum technological applications.

Note

1. The collective cavity cooling scheme which we propose
here also operates in the bad-cavity limit where g , κ

and � are all of similar size (33). However making the
assumption below simplifies the following calculations
and helps us to point out its underlying mechanisms
more clearly.
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Appendix A. Derivation of effective cooling
equations for a ideal model

Using Equation (2), one can show that the time derivative of the
expectation value 〈A〉 of an observable A of our idealised cooling
scheme equals

〈Ȧ〉 = − i
�

〈[
A,Hideal

]〉 + κ

2

〈[
c†,A

]
c + c†

[
A, c

]〉
. (A1)

For the parameter regime given in Equation (5), the dynamics of
m and ζ is therefore to a very good approximation given by the
closed set of rate equations

ṁ = ζ̇ = J x ,

ẋ = −2NJ ζ − κ

2
x (A2)

with the additional multi-particle quantum coherence x defined as

x ≡ i
N

N∑
i=1

〈bic† − b†i c〉 . (A3)

The only approximation applied here is to neglect terms which
scale as J in the time derivative of x. Since N � 1, the variable
x evolves on a much faster time scale than the expectation values
m and ζ . Hence x can be adiabatically eliminated from the system
dynamics. Doing so and assuming ẋ = 0, we find that

x = −4NJ
κ

ζ (A4)

to a very good approximation. Substituting this result into the dif-
ferential equations form and ζ in Equation (A2) eventually yields
the closed set of two effective cooling equations in Equation (4).

Appendix B. Derivation of effective cooling
equations for the proposed cooling scheme

As pointed out already in Section 3.3, the purpose of this ap-
pendix is to derive a closed set of rate equations, for the time
evolution of the expectation values m and ζ which we introduced
in Equation (19). To do so, we first analyse the zeroth order
dynamics of the atoms in the presence of resonant laser driving and
spontaneous photon emission. Afterwards, we introduce further
expectation values which we need to consider in addition to the
slowly evolving expectation values ζ an m. Afterwards, we have
a closer look at the time derivatives of these relatively rapidly
evolving variables and calculate them with the help of an adiabatic
elimination technique which is routinely used in quantum optics.
The following results apply to a very goo approximation, as long
as the system parameters obey the inequalities summarised in
Equation (29).

B.1. Atomic dynamics

First, we calculate the expectation value i〈0|ρssA |1〉i in Equation
(35) by analysing the dynamics of the electronic states of the atoms
for the parameter regime given in Equation (29). Since ρA evolves
according to the effective atomic master equation (30), the time
derivative of the expectation value 〈A〉 of any atomic observable A
equals

〈Ȧ〉 = − i�
2

〈[
A, σ−

i + σ−
i

]〉

+
N∑
i=1

�

2

〈[
σ+
i ,A

]
σ−
i + σ+

i

[
A, σ−

i

]〉
. (B1)

To obtain a closed set of rate equations, we consider the operators

(
�

(i)
1 ,�(i)

2 ,�(i)
3

)
=

(
σ+
i σ−

i , σ−
i + σ+

i , i
(
σ−
i − σ+

i

))
(B2)

with the commutator relations
[
�

(i)
1 ,�(i)

2

]
= i�(i)

3 ,
[
�

(i)
1 ,�(i)

3

]
= −i�(i)

2 ,[
�

(i)
2 ,�(i)

3

]
= −2i

(
1 − 2�(i)

1

)
(B3)
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and denote their respective expectation values by s1, s2 and s3.
Combining Equations (B1)-(B3), one can then show that

ṡ(i)1 = �

2
s(i)3 − � s(i)1 , ṡ(i)2 = −�

2
s(i)2 ,

ṡ(i)3 = �
(
1 − 2s(i)1

)
− �

2
s(i)3 . (B4)

Consequently, the expectation values of the stationary atomic state
ρssA with ṡ(i)1 = ṡ(i)2 = ṡ(i)3 = 0, are given by

{
sss1 , s

ss
2 , s

ss
3

}
=

{
�2

�2 + 2�2 , 0,
2��

�2 + 2�2

}
(B5)

for all particles i. This implies

i〈0|ρssA |1〉i = − i��

�2 + 2�2 (B6)

for all particles i, since i〈0|ρssA |1〉i = (sss2 − i sss3 )/2. Substituting the
result into Equation (35) yields the final the effective Hamiltonian
Heff in Equation (36).

B.2. Relevant expectation values

In analogy to Equation (B2), we now introduce the operators B(i)
j

and Ck such that

(
B(i)
1 ,B(i)

2 ,B(i)
3

)
=

(
b†i bi , bi + sb†i , i

(
bi − b†i

))
,(

C1,C2,C3
) =

(
c†c, c + c†, i

(
c − c†

))
. (B7)

Using this notation, the quantum coherence ζ and the average
mean phonon numberm can be written as

ζ = 1
4N(N − 1)

N∑
i=1

∑
j �=i

〈
B(i)
2 B(j)

2 + B(i)
3 B(j)

3

〉
,

m = 1
N

N∑
i=1

〈
B(i)
1

〉
. (B8)

As we shall see below, in order to analyse the time evolution of
these two variables we moreover need to consider the dynamics of
the averaged expectation values

xab ≡ 1
N

N∑
i=1

〈
B(i)
a Cb

〉
,

yabc ≡ 1
N

N∑
i=1

〈
B(i)
a B(i)

b B(i)
c

〉
,

ỹabc ≡ 1
N(N − 1)

N∑
i=1

∑
j �=i

〈
B(i)
a B(i)

b B(j)
c

〉
,

z̃ab ≡ 1
N(N − 1)

N∑
i=1

∑
j �=i

〈
B(i)
a B(j)

b

〉
. (B9)

All of the above expectation values are macroscopic quantities.
They are independent of the number N of atoms in the trap in the
large N limit.

B.3. Time evolution

Next we proceed as described in Section 1 and use the effec-
tive Hamiltonian Heff in Equation (36) together with the master
equation in Equation (2) to derive effective rate equations for the
expectation values m and ζ and the expectation values which we
introduced in the previous subsection. During these calculations,
we make extensive use of the commutator relations

[
B(i)
1 ,B(i)

2

]
= iB(i)

3 ,
[
B(i)
1 ,B(i)

3

]
= −iB(i)

2 ,[
B(i)
2 ,B(i)

3

]
= −2i , [C1,C2] = iC3 ,

[C1,C3] = −iC2 , [C2,C3] = −2i (B10)

which we summarise here for convenience.Moreover, using Equa-
tion (B7), Equation (15) simplifies to

Heff =
N∑
i=1

�ηgeff B(i)
2 C3 + �ν B(i)

1 + �μB(i)3
2

+ �δ C1 . (B11)

In the following, we combine Equation (A1) (but with Hideal
replaced by Heff ) with Equations (B10) and (B11) to obtain the
time derivatives in Equation (38) which describe the relatively slow
dynamics ofm and ζ .

Given the parameter regime in Equation (39), the expectation
values xab which we defined in Equation (B9) evolve on a much
faster time scale than m and ζ . Taking this into account and
neglecting terms which scale as ηgeff andμ, we find that the single-
particle expectation values xab evolve to a very good approximation
according to the differential equations

ẋ22 = −2Nηgeff z̃22 − ν x32 − δ x23 − κ

2
x22 ,

ẋ23 = −ν x33 + δ x22 − κ

2
x23 ,

ẋ32 = −2Nηgeff z̃23 + ν x22 − δ x33 − κ

2
x32 ,

ẋ33 = ν x23 + δ x32 − κ

2
x33 . (B12)

Moreover, the time derivative of the two-particle quantum coher-
ences z̃ab are given by

˙̃z22 = −2ν z̃23 ,
˙̃z23 = ˙̃z32 = ν

(
z̃22 − z̃33

)
,

˙̃z33 = 2ν z̃23 , (B13)

if we neglect again terms which scale as ηgeff or μ. Equation (B13)
describes relatively fast oscillations on the time scale given by the
phonon frequency ν. As we shall see in the next subsection of this
appendix, on the relatively slow time scale we can therefore ap-
proximate these coherences, which depend on the slowly evolving
variable ζ , by their average values.

To obtain a closed set of effective cooling equations, we also
need to have a closer look at the y and the ỹ expectation values in
Equation (38). Doing so, we find, for example, that

ẏ222 = −3ν y232 , (B14)
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while

˙̃y222 = −ν
(
ỹ223 + 2ỹ232

)
,

˙̃y233 = ν
(
ỹ223 + ỹ232 − ỹ333

)
,

˙̃y332 = ν
(
2ỹ232 − ỹ333

)
. (B15)

These expectation values all oscillate essentially rapidly around
zero.

B.4. Adiabatic elimination

To finally obtain an effective cooling equation for the time evo-
lution of the slowly evolving phonon expectation values m and
ζ , we now determine the x, y, ỹ and the z̃-expectation values
in Equation (38) via an adiabatic elimination. Considering the
parameter regime in Equation (39) and setting the time derivatives
in Equation (B13) equal to zero, we find for example that

z̃23 = z̃32 = 0 ,
z̃22 = z̃33 . (B16)

Comparing ζ in Equation (B8) with the definition of z̃ab in Equa-
tion (B9), we moreover find that ζ = (z̃22 + z̃33)/4 which implies

z̃22 = z̃33 = 2ζ . (B17)

Taking this into account when adiabatically eliminating the xab
variables by setting the time derivatives in Equation (B12) equal to
zero yields

x22 = − 8Nηgeff κ
[
κ2 + 4

(
δ2 + ν2

)]
κ4 + 16

(
δ2 − ν2

)2 + 8κ2
(
δ2 + ν2

) ζ ,

x23 = − 16Nηgeff δ
[
κ2 + 4

(
δ2 − ν2

)]
κ4 + 16

(
δ2 − ν2

)2 + 8κ2
(
δ2 + ν2

) ζ ,

x32 = − 16Nηgeff ν
[
κ2 − 4

(
δ2 − 4ν2

)]
κ4 + 16

(
δ2 − ν2

)2 + 8κ2
(
δ2 + ν2

) ζ ,

x33 = − 64Nηgeff κδν

κ4 + 16
(
δ2 − ν2

)2 + 8κ2
(
δ2 + ν2

) ζ . (B18)

This result can be checked relatively easily by substituting Equa-
tions (B17) and (B18) back into Equation (B12). Finally, setting the
right hand sides of Equations (B14) and (B15) equal to zero, yields

y232 = ỹ223 = 0 (B19)

up to terms which scale as μ/ν. Combining the results of this sub-
section with Equation (38) eventually yields the effective cooling
dynamics in Equation (40).
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